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Abstrat. In this work, the wireless detetion of transeiver-free targets is formulated as an

inverse problem and solved using the reeived signal strength of existing wireless devies. The

main goal of the proposed solution is to opportunistially exploit a single wireless link established

between two ommerial wireless aess points for the real-time detetion of humans entering

the monitored domain. The proposed omputational method exploits both an empirial mode

deomposition for denoising and a disrete Fourier transform for �ltering the reeived signal

strength. A redued set of highly informative features are used for the automati learning of a

support vetor mahine lassi�er and the predition of target absene/presene probability. A

preliminary experiment arried out in a real indoor test site is presented to assess the advantages

and limitations of the proposed inversion method.

1. Introdution

In the last years, the passive wireless loalization, also alled devie-free loalization (DFL),

using the eletromagneti (EM ) propagation of radio-frequeny (RF ) wireless networks has

revealed strong potentialities in many appliations related to seurity, surveillane, health-are

monitoring, building management, and many other �elds where loation-based servies need

the detetion and loalization of non-ooperative people in indoor senarios [1℄-[5℄. The main

advantage of DFL strategies is that the target needs neither to arry ative devies nor to

ooperate to the loalization proedure. The basi priniple relies on the fat that the RF

propagation is a�eted by the hanges in the environment, inluding the time-varying presene

and position of people ating as EM satterers, espeially if wireless systems operate at the

mirowave frequenies of the ommon wireless standards, suh as the IEEE802.11 (e.g., WiFi).

Among the �rst solutions available in the state of the art for passive wireless loalization, the

loalization problem has been modeled as a mahine learning problem for the real-time estimation

of target positions in wireless environments, through the real-time proessing and inversion of

the reeived signal strength (RSS ) [5℄. Many other referene works have been proposed to solve

the numerous hallenges of RSS -based passive loalization, introduing more and more omplex

algorithms and tehniques for performane improvement and for multi-target loalization [6℄,

inluding ompressive sensing [7℄, Bayesian grid [8℄, support vetor mahines (SVM ) [9℄.

This work addresses the hallenge of deteting non-ooperative and devie-free targets through

the opportunisti exploitation of a single wireless link, without any kind of hardware and/or

driver ustomization. The proposed method is aimed at maximizing the reliability of the passive
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target detetion by applying a ustomized inversion algorithm based on the analysis of the RSS

time series in the frequeny domain. More in detail, in order to enhane the e�ets of the target

presene on the RSS data stream, the empirial mode deomposition (EMD) has been applied for

the denoising of the raw input series. Suessively, the denoised sequenes have been transformed

into the frequeny domain by means of a disrete Fourier transform (DFT ) for the extration

and seletion of a redued set of DFT oe�ients. Finally, the small set of denoised and �ltered

oe�ients have been used as training features of a learning by examples (LBE ) method based

on an SVM binary lassi�er [9℄-[11℄. The output of the SVM -based detetor is the probability

that a target oupies the area in proximity of the wireless link. The mathematial formulation

of the proposed method is presented in Set. 2, where the EMD-based tehnique, the feature

extration strategy, and the SVM-based detetor are desribed in Set. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, respetively.

The results of the preliminary experimental validation are presented in Set. 3, whereas some

onlusions and �nal remarks are summarized in Set. 4.

2. Mathematial Formulation

Let us onsider a single wireless link between the transmitter and the reeiver loated in the

domain Ω in known positions rTX and rRX , respetively, r = (xΩ, yΩ, zΩ) being the position

vetor. Heterogeneous obstales like furniture and walls oupy the domain, as well as a variable

number of p = 1, ..., P human targets. Let S (t) = {s (t− k∆t) ; k = 0, ...,K − 1} denote the

RSS vetor available at the reeiver at the time instant t and omposed of K readings stored

with a onstant sampling rate ∆t. The RSS time series is analyzed by onsidering the subset of

data stored in the time window ω (t) = [s (t− U∆t+ u∆t) ; u = 0, ..., U − 1] of length U ≤ K
and ending at the time instant t. The data samples ontained in ω (t) are diretly proessed by the
proposed EMD tehnique (Set. 2.1) without other pre-proessing and/or �ltering proedures.

2.1. Empirial Mode Deomposition for RSS Denoising

The RSS stream is deomposed in a �nite number of intrinsi mode funtions (IMFs), whih

represent the osillatory modes embedded in the signal, adopting the so-alled sifting proess [12℄.

The reonstrution of the denoised signal is obtained ombining only a subset of IMFs in order

to remove the undesired frequeny omponents. The proper seletion of the signi�ant IMFs is

performed onsidering the Hurst exponent H ∈ ]0, 1[, whih is a measure of long-term memory of

a time series [13℄. Higher values indiate a persistent behavior and a long-term auto-orrelation

of the time series, while lower values refer to fast hanges between adjaent pairs of the series

(i.e., lower auto-orrelation). Aording to this rule, high Hurst exponents are more related to

the signal omponents while lower values are representative of the noise. The reonstruted time

window obtained with the seleted IMFs is

ω̃ (t) =

G
∑

g=1

ς
g
(t) (1)

where ς
g
(t), g = 1, ..., G, G ≤ I, are the IMFs seleted aording to the following rule

ς
g
(t) =

{

ci (t) if H (ci (t)) ≥ Hth

0 if H (ci (t)) < Hth
g = 1, ..., G (2)

H (·) being the funtion devoted to the omputation of the Hurst exponent [12℄, and Hth ∈ ]0, 1[
a user-de�ned threshold.
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2.2. RSS Features Extration in the Frequeny Domain

The Eulidean distane between two RSS time series aquired in absene and in presene of

targets has been adopted as a similarity measure in order to analyze the e�ets on the RSS

stream aused by the target presene. In partiular, the distane has been formulated as

δ
(

ω̃(A) (t) , ω̃(P ) (t)
)

=

√

√

√

√

U−1
∑

u=0

(

ω̃
(A)
u (t)− ω̃

(P )
u (t)

)2
(3)

where ω̃(A) (t) and ω̃(P ) (t) are the denoised time windows aquired in absene and in presene

of targets, respetively. In order to extrat few and representative features of suh di�erene,

the time sequenes are mapped in the frequeny domain to isolate the frequenies of interest

for the detetion problem at hand. The DFT provides a mathematial tool to represent

the denoised time window ω̃ (t) into periodi Fourier series. The sequene of oe�ients

ξ = [ξf ; f = 0, ..., U − 1] is given by

ξf =
1

U

U−1
∑

u=0

ω̃u (t) e
− j2πfu

U f = 0, ..., U − 1 (4)

where j =
√
−1 is the imaginary unit, and ξf , f = 1, ..., U − 1, are omplex numbers (ξ0 is real

sine the input signal ω̃ (t) is real). Aording to the Parseval theorem, the energy of the signal

in the time domain is the same as the energy in the frequeny domain, and this implies that the

Eulidean distane between two sequenes in the time domain is the same as their distane in

the frequeny domain, formulated as

δ̂
(

ξ(A), ξ(P )
)

=

√

√

√

√

U−1
∑

f=0

(

ξ
(A)
f − ξ

(P )
f

)2
(5)

where ξ(A)
and ξ(P )

are the DFT oe�ients omputed in absene and in presene of targets,

respetively. In order to further enhane the e�ets of the target presene on the Eulidean

distane omputed in the frequeny domain, a band-pass �ltering proedure is applied to the

DFT oe�ients. The bandwidth of the �lter is alibrated to disard the frequeny ontributions

not a�eted by the target absene/presene. The Eulidean distane omputed with the �ltered

oe�ients is formulated as

∆
(

ξ̃
(A)

, ξ̃
(P )

)

=

√

√

√

√

fmax
∑

f=fmin

(

ξ
(A)
f − ξ

(P )
f

)2
(6)

where ξ̃
(A) ⊂ ξ(A)

and ξ̃
(P ) ⊂ ξ(P )

are the subset of �ltered DFT oe�ients, and fmin and fmax

are the orresponding lower and upper oe�ients indexes, respetively. The number of �ltered

DFT oe�ients is F = fmax − fmin.

2.3. SVM-based Target Detetor

The automati estimation of the target absene/presene from the RSS data stream is based

on a SVM -based lassi�er trained with a �nite set of m = 1, ...,M known input-output samples

{xm, ym; m = 1, ...,M}, where xm is the m-th vetor of input features, and ym ∈ {−1,+1}
indiates the target absene (i.e., ym = −1) and presene (i.e., ym = +1). More in details,

the input vetors inlude the Eulidean distane ∆m, m = 1, ...,M , alulated between a
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referene on�guration in absene of targets (the orresponding DFT oe�ients are ξ̃
(A)

m
) and

a training on�guration ξ̃
(train)

m
, m = 1, ...,M , whih inludes both the absene of targets (for

the training samples m = 1, ...,M/2) and the presene of targets (for the remaining samples

m = M/2 + 1, ...,M). Moreover, in order to also onsider the trend of the DFT oe�ients

during the learning proess, the input vetor inludes the statistial indiators of the oe�ients,

as follows

xm =
[

∆m, ξ
(A)
m , var

(

ξ(A)
m

)

, ξ
(train)
m , var

(

ξ(train)
m

)]

, (7)

where ξ and var
(

ξ
)

are the mean and the variane of the onsidered DFT oe�ients. A linear

SVM -based learning method is devoted to separate the training data set with the funtion

y = sign
[

wTϕ (x) + w0

]

, where sign (·) is the binary sign funtion, w and w0 are weight

parameters omputed during the training phase [14℄, and ϕ (·) is the linear funtion mapping the

data from the input spae to the feature spae. However, sine the RSS data aquired in the two

absene/presene status are not linearly separable, the non-linear radial basis funtion (RBF )

has been adopted for the features mapping (i.e., k (x, xm) = ϕ (x)T ·ϕ (xm) = e−γ‖x−xm‖2
, γ > 0

being the RBF parameter [9℄[15℄). One the training phase is done and the model parameters

are estimated, the SVM predition omputed during the online test phase is given by

y(test) = sign [Φ (x)] = sign

[

M
∑

m=1

λmymk (x, xm) + w0

]

(8)

λm, m = 1, ...,M , being the Lagrange multipliers omputed by the optimization strategy during

the SVM-based minimization proedure subjet to onstraints [15℄ and Φ (·) the deision funtion.
Moreover, instead of only prediting the binary labels of the test data, the proposed approah

approximates the a-posterior lass probability

Π = Pr
(

y(test) = 1
∣

∣

∣
x
)

=
1

1 + exp (αΦ (x) + β)
(9)

where α and β are the parameters of the Sigmoid funtion estimated aording to the Platt

algorithm [15℄.

3. Preliminary Experimental Validation

The e�etiveness and the robustness of the proposed method have been preliminarily assessed

onsidering a real indoor test �eld loated in the laboratories of the ELEDIA Researh Center

at the University of Trento, Italy (ELEDIA�UniTN). The whole building �oor overs an area

of XΩ = 80 [m], YΩ = 46 [m], and ZΩ = 2.8 [m] organized in o�es and laboratories, with

di�erent and heterogeneous obstales suh as furniture and lab equipment [Fig. 1(a)℄. A single

wireless link between two IEEE 802.11bg WiFi aess points has been onsidered. The aess

points belong to the existing WiFi network, they are installed at the eiling level and on�gured

to operate at the working frequeny φ = 2.4 [GHz] with transmitting power PTX = 18 [dBm].
The proposed system stores the RSS readings in the vetor S (t) with a onstant sampling rate

∆t = 0.6 [sec] 1
. Figure 1(a) shows two sample snapshots of the amera views, while Fig.

1(b) reports the boundary of the area ontrolled by the surveillane system. Two surveillane

ameras has been used to obtain the oupany ground truth. The oupany information (i.e.,

the number of oupants inside the detetion area and their position) has been inferred from the

video reordings and used for the manual labeling of the dataset.

1
The sampling rate depends by the adopted hardware platform. The well-known Linksys WRT54GL has been

adopted for validation. The standard sanning proedure provided by the OpenWRT operating system (v. 8.09,

r14511, Kamikaze) has been used for the aquisition of the RSS.
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Figure 1. Indoor test site for experimental validation, (a) blueprint of the building �oor with

snapshots of ground truth aquisition, (b) test area with the wireless link of Experiment 1,

dS = 11.9 [m].

Let us de�ne the status of �target presene� when P ≥ 1 humans oupy suh sub-domain of the

onsidered test site. The fous of this work is to estimate the binary status of target presene

and target absene, while the impat of the number of humans on the detetion probability

will be investigated in future studies. The detetion performane of the proposed strategy has

been evaluated in terms of false positive rate ρFP [%], whih refers to the wrong detetions

generated in absene of targets, false negative rate ρFN [%] pointing out how muh the method

fails to detet the target presene, and �nally of failure rate ρ [%], whih is the total error rate

onsidering both false positives and false negatives. Consequently, the detetion rate an be also

omputed as ρD = (100− ρ) [%]. More in detail, the performane metris have been formulated

as follows

ρFP =
100

K − U

K−U
∑

q=1

(

χ(+)
q

∣

∣

∣

y
(test)
q =−1

)

(10)

ρFN =
100

K − U

K−U
∑

q=1

(

χ(−)
q

∣

∣

∣

y
(test)
q =+1

)

(11)

ρ =
100

K − U

K−U
∑

q=1

(

χ(−)
q

∣

∣

∣

y
(test)
q =+1

+ χ(+)
q

∣

∣

∣

y
(test)
q =−1

)

(12)

where

χ(+)
q =

{

1 if Pr
(

y
(test)
q = 1

∣

∣

∣
x
)

> 0.5

0 otherwise
(13)

and

χ(−)
q =

{

1 if Pr
(

y
(test)
q = 1

∣

∣

∣
x
)

≤ 0.5

0 otherwise .
(14)

The experiment has been performed using test dataset not belonging to the training dataset.

More in detail, the testing periods are temporally shifted respet to the training periods (the

referene on�guration assumes the test period with one week delay after the training). The

onsidered APs are loated in rTX = (78.0, 19.0, 2.6) [m] and rRX = (71.5, 9.0, 2.6) [m] and
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Figure 2. Experimental Validation (U = 500, Hth = 0.6, fmin = 1, fmax = 10, M = 200) -
Time evolution of the real and estimated detetion probability Π.

Table 1. Experimental Validation (short link, U = 500, Hth = 0.6, fmin = 1, fmax = 10,
M = 200) - Performane metris of the 3 -days measurement ampaign.

Test Period Performane Metris

ρFP [%] ρFN [%] ρ [%]

Day 1 (Thursday) 1.02 7.09 6.73
Day 2 (Friday) 0.00 12.53 8.37
Day 3 (Saturday) 1.04 0.01 1.16

Total 0.69 6.54 5.42

the arising wireless link with line-of-sight (LOS ) length dS = 11.9 [m] shown in Fig. 1(b) has

been taken into aount for the aquisition of the RSS time series. A 3-days measurement

ampaign has been arried out during working days and during the weekend in order to onsider

di�erent user presene patterns. The area has been oupied by a variable number of targets

0 ≤ p ≤ 25 during the measurements. A total number of K = 442 × 103 RSS readings have

been stored in S (t) and suessively proessed applying a sliding window ω (t) of size U = 500.
It has to be notied that the detetion algorithm is exeuted every ∆t = 0.6 [sec] and that eah

estimation has a �memory� of U ×∆t = 300 [sec]. The EMD denoising has been performed with

a threshold Hth = 0.6 applied to the Hurst exponent for the seletion of the most informative

IMFs. The band-pass �ltering proedure has been applied and the DFT oe�ients between

the lower index fmin = 1 and the upper index fmax = 10 have been seleted, pointing out a

signi�ant redution of the most important features, from U/2 = 250 (only half oe�ients are

onsidered by the method due to the symmetry of the Fourier spetrum) to F = 9. The SVM -

based lassi�er has been trained with M = 200 samples well balaned between the absene and

presene lasses.

The detetion probability Π has been omputed for the whole 3 -days test period and the obtained

results have been ompared with the ground truth aquired by means of the video-surveillane

system. The omparison shown in Fig. 2 points out a good mathing of the estimated probability

with the atual target presene, as also on�rmed by the performane indiators reported in

Tab. 1. The values ρFP [%], ρFN [%], and ρ [%] have been alulated for eah day of the

measurement ampaign in order to analyze the detetion performane during the di�erent daily

user ativity patterns. As it an be seen, the higher false detetion rate has been obtained during

the seond day (ρ = 8.37 [%]), mainly due to the high value of the false negative estimations

(ρFN = 12.53 [%]) obtained during the Friday afternoon. It has to be notied that, even if the

ground truth delares the target presene during the whole afternoon, lower ativity has been

reorded by the surveillane system (less than 20 target movements have been deteted from 2:30
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PM to 7:00 PM). As expeted, this result points out that the presene of targets that are standing

within the domain in �xed positions without doing movements makes the passive detetion from

RSS perturbations very omplex. However, even if the omplexity to detet standing target is

very high, the failure rate is still lower than 10 [%].

4. Conlusion

In this work, a LBE strategy for the detetion of devie-free targets in indoor senarios has been

presented. The RSS of a single wireless link has been analyzed in the frequeny domain for

the extration of the frequeny omponents more a�eted by the target presene. The proposed

strategy has been designed to estimate the target detetion for real-world loation-based servies

where simple wireless arhitetures already exist for standard wireless ommuniations. Further

analyses are required to explore whether the proposed strategy an perform in di�erent and more

omplex on�gurations, as well as to investigate the feasibility to loalize and trak the target

when more wireless links are available.
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